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13 Polarization of Light Reflected by Cow-Dung 
and its Biological Relevance 

Schwind (1991) observed that certain insects living on moist substrata or dung 
detect polarization of reflected light in a way similar to the water bug Notonecta 
glauca (Schwind 1985b) and many other water insects (Schwind 1995). The 
beetles Megasternum boletophagum, Cryptopleurum minutum and a Cercyon 
species of the subfamily Sphaeridiinae of the family Hydrophilidae were also 
attracted by the polarization of reflected light. Sphaeridiinae inhabit moist 
substrata such as plant debris and cow-dung. The polarization sensitivity of these 
insects operates in the UV. They are attracted whenever the degree of linear 
polarization p is high in the UV, irrespective of p in other wavelength ranges, and 
irrespective of colour and brightness of the background beneath a transparent 
polarizing, reflecting surface. 

Horváth (unpublished) demonstrated how strong the reflection polarization of 
fresh cow-dung can be under different illumination conditions (direct sunlight or 
light from partially clouded skies) in the field (Fig. 13.1). Such investigations 
form the basis of the ecological problem how dung-loving insects can detect and 
find fresh dung. The cues attracting these insects to dung can be optical and 
olfactory. Ecologists dealing with this problem investigate the different insect 
species landing on a cow-dung and search a correlation between their number and 
the physical/chemical characteristics of the dung as a function of time elapsed 
after defecation. From a remote distance the smell of dung, even if it is quite fresh, 
may be not intensive enough to attract a large number of insects. In this case 
optical cues are more effective for the explanation of the observed high 
attractiveness of fresh dung to certain insects. 

Figure 13.1 shows the reflection-polarizational characteristics of a sunlit 
greenish brown fresh cow-dung in a meadow recorded by video polarimetry at 
650, 550 and 450 nm under a clear sky. We can see that the dung has similar 
brightness and colour as the ground of the grassy surrounding. However, the dung 
differs from the ground strikingly in the patterns of the degree p and angle  of 
polarization, especially in the blue because of the blueness of the incident skylight. 
Therefore the dung can efficiently be detected on the basis of the polarization of 
reflected light. p of light reflected specularly from fresh dung is higher than that 
reflected from the background with rough surface. Furthermore, the distribution of 
 of light reflected from fresh dung is more homogeneous than that reflected 
diffusely from the rough background surface. However, p of light reflected by 
dung decreases versus time as the moisture of dung is gradually lost (Horváth, 
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unpublished). Dry dung possesses a rough surface reflecting light diffusely, thus p 
of reflected light is low and the distribution of  is heterogeneous. Therefore it has 
similar reflection-polarizational characteristics as the surrounding. Dung insects 
prefer fresh dung, because they (i) can feed on it, suck its liquid components or 
lick its wet surface, (ii) can lay their eggs easily into the wet and soft substratum, 
where (iii) their larvae can develop before the dung becomes dry and hard. Thus, 
dung insects must find fresh dung as soon as possible. Fresh dung can be detected 
on the basis of the strong polarization of light reflected by its wet surface as 
shown in this chapter. 
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Fig. 13.1. Reflection-polarizational characteristics of a sunlit greenish brown fresh cow-
dung in a meadow measured by video polarimetry in the red (650 nm), green (550 nm) and 
blue (450 nm) under a clear sky. 


